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DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA,
PAYSANDÚ, URUGUAY, TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

In the beginning of the Divine Creation, even before the existence of angels and archangels, of
dimensions and stars, the Creator wrote a story within the Mirror of His Heart. He caused a thought
to be born from His Love and manifested it into colors and sounds. In order to see it, He reflected it
upon a Mirror that He emanated from His interior, and all began to be shaped from a pure divine
feeling.

The story thought of by God and immaterially written upon the Mirror of His Heart was shared
among dimensions and placed within each of His creatures. All children of God hold a part of His
thought within themselves. The history of Creation shall be completed when all those mirrors gather
as one again, and all that was written upon each one of them becomes manifested.

The immaterial history written upon the mirrors comes to life when beings find the Divine Will
within themselves, and every step taken in the fulfillment of that Will turns into content of light,
which fills its immaterial space upon the mirrors of the hearts. It is as if, with your lives, children,
you were painting the drawing of the Divine Will for each one of yourselves. That Universal Art
shaped in the mirrors shall be complete when all return to the Heart of God.

In order to manifest this Divine Work, search for that Will in the mirrors of your hearts and express
It. Find, there, the mysteries of the Origin, the way back and the meaning of the present, of now. All
this is within you.

Your Father and Friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


